(Secure cloud-hosting of labs anytime, anywhere)

SO LU T IO N BENEFITS
Remote Access

Scheduled Delivery

Provide access to training remotely and
conveniently without traveling to a
physical location.

Launch labs in “Hot Labs” mode for
scheduled delivery times.

User Engagement Analytics

Full Control

Track user access time, access duration,
and rating and feedback for each lab
session to better understand engagement.

Enable dynamically generated labs for
complete control over custom content
and time duration.

Rapid Updates

System Flexibility

Update the labs rapidly and provide
revised content to students in a short
period of time.

Make labs available for various software
environments such as Windows and
Linux.

BU S I NESS RES ULTS
Reduce Support Staff Costs

Eliminate Setup Time

Elminate the need for paid classroom
instructors and customer support for
installation issues.

Save time setting up and taking down
classroom sessions at numerous
physical locations.

Streamline File Distribution

Gain Competitive Advantage

Save money and time mailing out
executable files to a large number of
recipients.

Earn a competitive edge in training and
create an additional revenue stream that
can grow exponentially.
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Components provided by Content Raven
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Components provided by Customer
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Cloud Hosting can be
done using Amazon
Web Services or Client
Cloud services.
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This is the template
that is used to display the
lab manuals in the
document viewer. This is a
customizable component.

02
Amazon Machine
Images or VMWare
Virtual Machine.

User Interface that
can be branded as
per Client needs.

04
Manuals and other
lab related materials
that Client would like to
create as Self-Paced Labs
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